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In this issue we focus on:
l Pension Transfers

Pension Transfers
The pros and cons of transferring preserved pension entitlements within the ‘final salary’ scheme of a former
employer, has long been a teasing issue for the pensions industry.

Deferred retirement benefits within the scheme of a former employer that long ago lost its identity, are frequently
overlooked. The employer may no longer be around - but the pension benefits will be. They may not be in 
the same form – or even under a recognisable name - but they still represent a dormant benefit that’s yet 
to be taken up.

The accessing and transfer of dormant pension benefits has now become a major focus of attention. The ‘pension
freedom’ legislation brought in by George Osborne two years ago was the trigger for this new area of intense
financial activity. Since April 2015 transfers from Occupational Pension Schemes have so far delivered more than
£1.5 billion into Drawdown pension arrangements. 

Pension Freedom offers the huge appeal of accessible cash and income together with personal control over a
source of benefit that had previously been unfathomable and remote – but as with many complex financial
structures, the promise of freedom and simplicity comes at a price. That price is risk - for complexity only becomes
genuinely simple to those who understand all of the issues. 

An understanding of the issues enables the knowledgeable to assess the differences between two very different
types of benefit. Think of these as the differences (to use Donald Rumsfeld’s expression) between ‘known knowns’,
‘known unknowns’ and ‘unknown unknowns’! These are not simple matters!

Rock bottom interest rates have made a major contribution to the booming pension transfer market. Zero deposit
returns together with Gilt yields that barely keep pace with inflation, have inflicted fearsome damage upon Defined
Benefit (final salary) scheme costings. Final Salary Scheme Trustees have the unenviable task of honouring
promised long-term pension payments from the minimal yield and gain generated from their cautiously invested
monies.  And crucially, over recent years, ‘cautious investment’ hasn’t delivered anything like the return that genuine
‘risk’ adoption has delivered.

The investment constraints forced on scheme trustees prohibit them from ambitious or innovative investment
exposure – imposing upon them the necessity to hold weighty elements of low risk and low yielding fixed interest
stock, in a market where equities have been the asset class of choice. The resultant low returns on invested capital,
combined with increased annuitisation costs, diminishes scheme funding levels and triggers a need for more
capital. The Trustees’ only source of additional capital will be the host employer, should there be one – and where
there is, it’s far from certain that the employer will still be on the hook for burgeoning scheme deficits.

But here’s the rub, a Scheme Trustees’ nightmare can be a deferred scheme member’s joy. For whilst the trustees
might rile against the investment constraints that deny them adequate participation of the investment markets
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sectors that offer real return, they must also face up to their obligation to offer departing deferred members an
exiting Transfer Value that represents fair value. The result is that many Transfer Values show much higher figures
than might have been expected. Figures which frequently startle – particularly when the deferred benefit in question
may have been all but forgotten! 

An unexpectedly high transfer value, representing the sudden availability of accessible cash and income for those
of benefit age, can be a winning combination that easily baffles brains. Introduce ‘pension freedom’ into the
equation and hey presto – a blossoming new market emerges!

So it is a no-brainer then? Ditch the future benefits, grab the Transfer Value and make for the hills? Well yes … and
no. There really is a great deal to consider and a lot to understand. Remember that the preserved benefits and the
deemed capital value of those benefits are identical assets – they are simply presented in different forms. And it’s
the form that these benefits take, which brings us back to the complexity – or simplicity – of the transfer decision.

The wisdom of converting a future pension income stream into a present day capital fund begs many questions.
These questions demand that the member considers: 
l The appeal of certainty against uncertainty
l The importance of need. Is the financial need pressing and urgent or distant and measured? 
l Aptitude and desire. Is it realistic to take control and run one’s own financial affairs or have these matters always

been left to others?
l Risk. Is there a willingness to develop an understanding of risk and an enthusiasm to embrace it – or is risk

unacceptable with precious pension monies? 
l What about health, morbidity and longevity... always a tricky one.
l Next, there’s altruism. Does the possibility of creating a legacy – even at the cost of personal spendable income,

carry any appeal or have any relevance?

These are just a few of the many considerations that must be addressed before any transfer decision can be
made. There’s a lot at stake – and a lot to grasp. Great care is needed.

We offer our specialist services to this very task. Contact us < http://www.pensionsmanagementltd.co.uk/contact-
us/> or call us on 0121 693 0690 for an initial discussion.

Geoffrey Stait
May 2017

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.
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